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• If one listens to what Fed officials have been repeating for months, the zero interest-rate policy (ZIRP) pursued in the US since 2008 will soon be ancient 

history. But listening is apparently what many market operators are not doing, incredulous that such an event could occur when there are so many 

reasons for the Fed to maintain a maximum degree of activism. These include the risk of deflation, the destabilisation of oil-producing countries, a new 

cold war in Europe and the possibility of a break-up of the eurozone. 

• Last November, after the end of the QE programme, the Fed’s vice-Chairman said that: “we have done everything we can, within the limits of forecast 

uncertainty, to prepare market participants for what lies ahead”. US interest rates are lower today than they were back then, while the US economy is 

more robust. Around a million jobs have been created in the meantime. The message was obviously not strong and clear enough. In part, this is the 

Fed’s fault. Wishing to be transparent and perfectly predictable, it has conveyed a convoluted and shifting message, as shown by the multiple forms of 

forward guidance tested in recent years. One can be excused for total incomprehension in the face of this. That said, clear communication is a key part 

of the effectiveness of monetary policy since it reduces economic uncertainty. 

• The Fed has a difficult task, it must be acknowledged. Firstly, it lacks comparison points in the past. Since the ZIRP is an unprecedented policy, an exit 

from the ZIRP is also unprecedented. The experience of rate-tightening cycles in 1994 and 2004-2006 sheds a little light on what should be done (and, 

above all, what should not be done) but does not take into account the specific characteristics of the current situation. In addition, the risks are 

asymmetrical. Since 2007, the markets have been weaned on rate cuts and no-one usually complains when this happens. Raising policy rates, albeit from 

zero, is more risky. Ex post, it can prove too premature (if the economy weakens) or too late (if inflation accelerates), in which case the central bank will 

be blamed. Lastly, it is difficult to predict how the bond markets will react. The Fed appears to fear an over-reaction (as in 1994 or during the taper 

tantrum episode of 2013) as much as no reaction (as in 2005). 

• The Fed’s monetary normalisation therefore raises a large number of questions, which we will try to shed light on in the rest of this document. How 

should the change of monetary policy be announced? When should it begin? How fast should rates be raised? Up to what level? What should be done if 

the markets do not react to the signal? This leaves the first question, which is so obvious that it is sometimes overlooked: why? Answering this question 

is to issue a reminder of what purpose monetary policy serves. It is a macroeconomic stabilisation tool whose effects on the real economy are delayed. 

Maintaining a zero interest-rate policy in an economy growing above its potential rate amounts to depriving oneself of a counter-cyclical tool in the 

future. It also fuels the belief that central banks can set asset prices forever, independently of normal market inter-reactions.  

• A word about Greece all the same. There are a number of irrefutable points. On the one hand, Greece cannot finance itself, has no access to capital 

markets and depends on the financial aid of its official lenders. Breaking this link would lead to a collapse of the banking system and, consequently, of 

the economy. On the other hand, requiring Greece to generate a primary fiscal surplus of around 4.5% of GDP from next year is unrealistic. This 

objective should be revised, without it entailing a haircut on debt. Lastly, Greece has far less bargaining power in practice than its lenders. A Grexit is 

not desirable for anyone, but first and foremost for Greece.  
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